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DISSOCIATION ENERGIES FROM INVERSE PREDISSOCIATION
Leon F. Phillips *
Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory,
University of California, Berkeley, California

The use of predissociations in electronic spectra to fix limits

1 2
for dissociation energies has been very common,' but although the
principle of determining similar limits from observations of inverse
predissociation in chemiluminescence has been known for a long time,2
relatively few values of dissociation energy have actually been found
by this means.

It is the purpose of the present note to consider the

conditions that must be fulfilled before one can be reasonably certain
that an observed emission spectrum is the result of an inverse predissociation, and also to discuss obs.ervations in the literature which,
when interpreted in terms of inverse predissociation, in a few cases
give rise to distinct improvements in the precision of listed dissociat ion energies.
Measurements of the intensity of chemiluminescence arising from atom
and radical recombination reactions in the presence of various added
gases 3 show that when the emission is in the form of discrete bands the
excitation process is normally a termolecular reaction of the type

x + Y + M ~ xy* + M

(1)

Here X and Yare ground-state species, at least one of which is an atom
or radical, and M is an lIinertll third body.

If the excited product XY*

is in a state vlhich does not correlate with ground-state X and Y at

*

On leave from the Department of Chemistry, University of Canterbury,
Christchurch, New Zealand.
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infinite internuclear distance then an inverse predissociation, or
Itprea,ssociation, It type of mechanism must be considered.

It should be

realized, however, that the process (1) differs from a true inverse
predissociation because of the intervention of the third body M, so that,
fClr example, normal selectiCln rules governing predissociation will not
necessarily apply.

The following criteria are suggested as a basis for

deciding whether a particular chemiluminescent emission from a species
XY is the result of preassociation:
1.

The emission spectrum should originate from a state of XY that

does not correlate with ground-state X and Y.
2.

The intensity of the emission should depend kinetically on the

product of the concentrations of X and Y.

3.

There should be available a repulsive or slightly attractive

po-

tential energy curve, derived from ground-state X and Y, to cross the
excited state from which the radiation originates at an energy level
close to the dissociation limit.

This is not as strict a requirement

as it is for predissociation, since in the presence of the third body
M it is likely that the 'course of any potential energy curve is appreciably different from what it is for the isolated molecule.

4.

The upper state of the observed transition should show evidence

of predissociation.

This also should not be a stringent requirement

because of the probable relaxing effect of the third body on selection
rules for predissociation.

5.

In general we can conclude that whereas 'the onset of predissociation

indicates an upper limit for the dissociation energy of the X-Y bond, the
onset of preassociation indicates a lower limit for this dissociation energy.
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Thus where both processes are observed to occur these energy limits
should practically coincide, and in any case a preassociation limit
should never occur at a higher energy than the dissociation limit as
found by any other reliable means, unless it is to be presumed that
excited atoms are involved.

Only in high temperature systems such as

burner flames, where the value of RT is typically around 4 kcal per
mole, should there be significant overlap of predissociation and preassociation limits.
Table I lists a number of representative examples of diatomic
radicals and molecules for which an observed chemiluminescence might
be attributed to preassociation.

We consider them individually as

follows:
N2 :

This is to be regarded as the classic example of preassociation,

all of the above criteria being satisfied.

The relationship between

the predissociation in the B-state of N2 and the Lewis-Rayleigh afterglow of active nitrogen is thoroughly discussed elsewhere.
OR:
v

The predissociation at v

4

= 2 and in upper rotational levels of

= 1 in the A-state was first observed by Gaydon and Wolfhard. 5

Gaydon

6

suggested that the inverse process should contribute signi-

ficantly to the population of electronically excited OR in flame gases.
Tiktin, Spindler and Schiff 7 showed that the intensity of OR chemiluminescence from a double discharge-flow system containing 0 and H
atoms is proportional to the product of the concentrations of the
two atoms, and examined the population of rotational levels resulting
from the recombination process.

j
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The predissociationfin the a-bands of NO is well established.

·
results from crossing of the C-state with a repu 1 Slve

from ground-state atoms.

8

It

.
41n state derlved

The preassociation is discussed by Young and

Sharpless,9 who observed several systems of bands, some arising from
electronic levels considerably below the dissociation limit.
NH:

The possibility that NH emission from a system containing Nand H

atoms was due to preassociation was first raised by Guenebaut, Pannetier
and Goudmand.

10

grounds that the

Their suggestion was critic'ised by Mannella,

11

on the

5Z~ state would be expected to rise too steeply to cross

°the A-state near the dissociation limit, but as pointed out above this
objection may not be valid in the presence of a third body.

The alter-

native excitation mechanism proposed by Mannella involved the A-state
of N2 as a

reactant~

and, must be rejected in the light of recent ex-

periments which show that the concentration of A-state molecules in
active nitrogen is extremely low.

12

If the preassociation mechanism is

accepted, as seems reasonable, then the dissociation energy ofNH must
be considered to lie' very close to the limit at 94 kcal.
CuR, TlH and AIR:

Emission spectra with intensity proportional to

[Cu][R] and [Tl][R] were reported by Bulewicz and Sugden for hydrogen/air

.

flames containing traces of cupric and thallous salts respectlvely.

13 J 14

The emission was originally believed to be due to thermal excitation of
hydride molecules formed through the equilibria
Cu + R + M ~ CuR + M
Tl + R + M ~ TlH + M
bnt. later "\vol'k

1·5 has shown that a mechanism based on reaction (1) is

much more likely.

The predissociation limits are as given by Gaydon

1

\.i
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and Herzberg,2 who also discuss similar conclusions for AlH.

In the

case of AlH the reported coincidence of predissociation and proassociation limits leads to a value of 70.5 kcal for the dissociation
enerf!:'J,

with some uncertainty due to the high temperature of the

source.
CN and CO:

The observations of chemiluminescence were made by Savadatti

and Broida,16 who mixed carbon vapour, containing a small percentage of
atomic carbon, with atomic H, N, and O.

They proposed that the C
2

emission they observed was produced as a result of the reaction of an
excited metastable C with atomic oxygen or nitrogen.

3

Ballik and Ramsay17

the A!II

g

According to

state from which the bands originated can

be populated directly by collision of ground-state atoms, so a preassociation mechanism is not required.

Carbon atoms would be expected

to be much more plentiful in the flame with N or 0 atoms than in pure
carbon vapour; however, it is notable that no CH emission was observed
from a mixture of carbon vapour with atomic hydrogen.
ation limit for CO is given by Douglas and
IO, BrO and C10:

The predissoci-

M~11er.18

Emission bands arising from states of these molecules

that do not correlate with ground-state atoms are observed from burner
flames c~ntaining traces of the appropriate halogen. 19 -

21

For IO and BrO

it has been shown that the intensity is proportional to the product of
the concentrations of atomic oxygen and atomic halogen.

22

,2 3

Quite

precise values of dissociation energy, based on convergence limits of
I'these band systems, are available for CIO and Bro,24 and a less precise
estimate based on a ground-state Birge-Sponer extrapolation is availl
able for IO. ,25
factory

value

For IO the preassociationlimit leads to a satisfor

the

dissociation

energy

provided

it

is
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assumed that 2 Pl /2 iodine atoms are involved.
lower limit appears

to be at least 10 kcal

For BrO the presumed
too high, even after 2Pl /2

bromine atoms are invoked, while for C10 the limit obtained is so high
that a preassociation mechanism is ruled out.

Of the three halogens

only iodine is present in the flame almost entirely in the form of free
atoms.

26 For chlorine the. thermal excitation of equilibrium amounts of

ground-state C10 could be sufficient to account for the observed bands;
this process might also account for a part of the BrO emission.
NBr, NCl and NF:

For NBr Milton, Dunford and Douglas originally proposed

a preassociation mechanism for population of the observed excited state;2 7
their listed dissociation energy represents a compromise behleen the
preassociation limit and a Birge-Sponer extrapolation.

For NCl and NF

the chemiluminescence was observed from discharged mixtures which are
reasonably certain to have contained both atomic species, but the light
emission was very weak and was certainly not observed right up to the
dissociation limit in either case.

The DO values for NCl and NF given

in the last column of Table I represent linear Birge-Sponer extrapolations based on the ground-state data obtained in these studies,2 7,28
and are expected to be too high.
It

is anticipated that the above discussion should serve to indicate

the need for further work to fill in some of the gaps in Table I, and to
extend the table to include other small molecules and radicals.
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Table I.
Molecule
:N2

Transition

Crossing state

~ rr -A3r.+

~+

Kinetics_
[N]2

Preassociation
Limit

225

225.1 (Ref. 1)

[OJ[H]

101.3

110

101. 5 (Ref. 1)

[N][O]

149.5

149.5

150

(Ref. 1)

. 85±10

(Ref. 1)

66.5

64±11

(Ref. 1)

50

50

46±4

(Ref. 1)

70.5

70.5

67±5

(Ref. 1)

187±7

(Ref. 1)

OH

. g
2r.-

NO

c2rr_x2rr

4rr

rm

. A3rr_~3r.

CuE

~-x~

[Cu] [If]

66.5

TiH

B-A

[TP][H]

APR

1u-x~+

CN

lr.-rr.

CO

b3r.+ _a 3rr

10

A2rr_rrr

BrO

A2rr_rrr

CW

A2rr_x2rr

NBr

b~+_X3r.-

3rr,5rr or ~-

63.4

Nep

b~+_X3r.-

3rr ,5rr or 5L:-'

54

b~+_X3L:-

~-

94

-.--:

--

3rr,5rr or ~-

Listed D0

225

g
u
A2.r,+_x2rr

T:ilF

Predissociatiori
Limit

160

I

256.1 (Ref. 1)

240

256

[I] [0]

46

63

44±4

(Ref. 1)

[Br ][0]

71

81

55

(Ref.24)

92

97

63.5 (Ref.24)

61

I

0:>

67±5
96
103

(Ref.27)

c:
0

(LBX)

!:d
t-i

(LEX)

t-'
0:>
t-'
0:>

I

0

'''-:1

.-

,.~
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